
 

Table Topper 28 x 28” 

Using one Jordan Fabrics Pre-cut 

Log Cabin Table Runner 

You will need 1 Log Cabin Table Runner Kit and 1 yard of coordinating fabric (used for 

backing on your table topper) 

 

Thank you for purchasing this kit. I hope you enjoy sewing it as much as I enjoyed cutting it for 

you. There are lots of great quilting instruction books in the publication, so I will just stick to 

the basics. Always use a ¼ inch seam allowance. This is usually the width of your sewing 

machine’s presser foot, but it’s a good idea to check this measurement. 



Log Cabin blocks – starting with the center square and the smallest patchwork strip, sew the 

pieces on in the order shown on the numbered color photo. Finger press all seam allowances 

away from the center. 

When the blocks are completed, iron first from the back side to keep the seam allowance flat, 

then from the front side. Sew the 4 blocks together into a 2 x 2 block patchwork that will 

measure 19 ¾ x 19 ¾”. 

Take the 1 7/8 x 48” border pieces and cut into 4 pieces at 3 ½” square for your cornerstones. 

Take the runner backing (it is about 14 x 48”) and cut into 4 pieces at 3 ½ x 22 ½”. Stich 2 of 

these borders onto the sides of your bordered patchwork. Stitch 2 of the 3 ½” squares onto 

each end of the remaining 22 ½” borders and then stitch these onto the top and bottom 

edges. 

Steam press the table topper very flat. Cut 1 piece of batting at about 31 x 31”. Place backing 

and patchwork top onto batting with right sides together. Pin and stitch around the edges 

leaving about a 4” opening. Trim off any extra batting and backing and trim off most of the 

seam allowance in the corner. Flip right side out through the opening. Machine or hand stitch 

opening closed. Use your hands to press the edges flat. Quilt as desired and steam press. 

Binding Option: Cut 4 pieces of binding (I use 2 ½” widths) off the yard of backing fabric – cut 

these parallel to the selvages or your back will not be big enough. Quilt as desired, then bind 

using your 2 ½” strips. 

 

You can watch this YouTube video tutorial at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9w-A_RHTPJs&t=87s 
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